Personal Enrichment Classes
Beginning in April-May 2012

For more information, contact:
Michael Rich
m_rich@southwesterncc.edu
(828) 339-4497

Beginner Conversation Spanish
Emphasis is on Conversation from the Beginning. Practice expressing yourself in Spanish using specially prepared sentences. Helpful analysis is part of process. Goal is to be able to express yourself in Spanish in the present tense using simple sentences by end of course. Come join Alice Rainone for a great learning experience. Self supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus  M  4/2-5/21  6-9 PM  $85

Modern Quilting Techniques
A local fabric artist, Valerie Halverson, will be introducing some basics for modern quilting. Paper piecing with fabric, tubing, making points for stars without stress, fancy patterns and continuous pleats, and more. Learn some valuable skills to make wearable art and have more fun with fabric. Self supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus  T  4/3-4/10  6-8p  $25

iPhone 101- The Basics and Beyond
As the cell (smart) phone industry grows, and technology advances at an incredible pace, we want to keep up enough to allow ourselves the benefits of using these devices. Learn some brief history and essential terminology; learn to use the basic factory apps and how to choose from thousands of other apps; and the effective use of the iPhone in everyday life. Self supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus  M  4/2-4/9  6-8 PM  $25

Advanced Digital Camera Concepts
For those who already have some basic experience using digital cameras, master photographer, Matthew Turlington will work with you on improving your skills. You will learn more about using manual settings, lighting and composition, and how to get the best pictures out of your camera. The class is designed for evaluating and critiquing homework pictures in a classroom setting. Self-supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus  T  4/3-4/24  6-8 PM  $60
Demystifying the Guitar
This 4-week class will give you a fundamental system that allows you to teach yourself to play the guitar. Wendell McRae will introduce the novice guitar player to open and closed guitar. Students will get hands on experience in everything from history of guitar relating to the mountains, tuning and slide chords to picking styles. Students should bring their own instrument. Self-Supporting.

SCC Cashiers Center  T  4/10-5/1  6:30P-9:30P  $46

iPad 101 - The Basics and Beyond
The iPad is the best-selling tablet computer on the market. The folks at Apple believe that it will be the future of the computing world. Learn some brief history and essential terminology; learn to use the basic factory apps and how to choose from thousands of other apps; and the effective use of the iPad in everyday life. Self supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus  M  4/16-4/23  6-8 PM  $25

Advanced Fondant and Gumpaste
This class is designed to increase your knowledge and abilities with fondant and gumpaste. This builds on the introduction to Fondant and Gumpaste that has been offered earlier. You’ll learn to more advanced techniques and tricks to decorate and embellish your baked goods. Your final class cake will showcase your newest decorating skills. These five, 2 hour lessons will be led by Kim Sanders and were requested by many former students. The supply list will be provided the first night of class.

SCC Jackson Campus  M  4/23-5/21  6:30P-8:30 P  $35
SCC Macon Annex  T  4/24-5/22  6:30P-8:30 P  $35

Facebook Pages for Business – Beginner
This class is for those who are new to Facebook Pages for business, or for those who have set up their Facebook Page and want to become more familiar with optimizing content and understanding all of its features and navigation in the new Timeline for Pages.

SCC Jackson Campus  M  4/30  6-8:30 P  $15

Speed Spanish
Learn how to read, write, understand, and speak Spanish very quickly. No book or worksheets needed! Have a laugh and enjoy learning Spanish with an outgoing, well-educated teacher. Forget all the formalities of a foreign language. Come have a blast with the Spanish spoken in MEXICO. Instructor is Garrett Fisher. Self Supporting.

Franklin High School  TTh  5/1-5/31  4-5:30 P  $50
**Facebook Pages for Business – Intermediate**

This class is for those who have already established a Facebook Page for business and have a working knowledge of its features and navigation. Concepts will include how to get the most out of posting, sharing, advertising, and promoting your Facebook Page for Business, along with an overview of interactive applications.

SCC Jackson Campus  
T  
5/8  
6-8:30 P  
$15

**YouTube, Twitter, and LinkedIn for Business**

This class is for beginners to YouTube, LinkedIn and Twitter or for those who have set up these social media accounts and who want to learn more about how to use all available features. Prerequisite: Class attendees must have a personal profile on LinkedIn and have a login on Google.com in order to build a LinkedIn Company Page and a YouTube Channel.

SCC Jackson Campus  
T  
5/17  
6-8:30 P  
$15